50 Cases of Targeted Harassment

- The AAUP has received over 100 reports of harassment and has tracked incidents reported in the news.
- Of these, 50 were instances of targeted harassment that occurred since fall 2016.
- The following statistics provide information about these 50 cases.
50 Cases of Targeted Harassment: What

- Topic: Race
- Topic: Politics
- Topic: Gender
- Topic: other

- 48% for a specific category
- 34% for another category
- 14% for a third category
- 4% for a fourth category
50 Cases of Targeted Harassment: Where

- Research: 18%
- Teaching: 37%
- Social media: 16%
- Other extramural: 29%
50 Cases of Targeted Harassment: Who

- Male: 62%
- Female: 38%
50 Cases of Targeted Harassment: Who

- English: 16%
- History: 8%
- Women’s studies: 8%
- Political Science: 8%
- Education: 8%
- Psychology/Psychiatry: 8%
- Sociology: 4%
50 Cases of Targeted Harassment: What happened

Of all reports:
- Threat of violence reported: 52%
- No threat of violence reported: 48%

Of social media reports:
- Threat of violence reported: 79%
- No threat of violence reported: 21%